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Whether it’s by foot, pedal
or on all fours, members
make the most of the land
in the Howgills, Scotland
and Lancashire. It’s also a
time of great milestones
not least as we say a fond
farewell to a very special
club founder and president

Autumn 09

WONDER YEARS
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Burnley biking
ACTION PLAN
WEDNESDAY WANDERERS

Is this the fastest growing sector in the Club? On
Wednesday the 25th November eight members
turned out in foul conditions to complete a
sector of the Burnley Way. With “Wuthering
Height” vistas, horizontal rain and strong winds
an exhilarating day was had by all. The bus ride
back was perfect – thanks to Chris for his
brilliant interpretation of the bus timetables, and
to the Council for the bus passes.documentation
that will need to be changed to reflect our new
status.
BEDDGELERT HUT
Has anyone an unwanted wheel barrow they
could lend to the club? It would be kept in
the secure container on the site of the new
hut, and used during the construction of the
foundation next year. If you have anything
that might be suitable please ring Jim
Cunningham on 01254 812258 or e-mail.
ON THE WEB
Willie Wheale of Whittle-le-Woods (was of
Wheelton) with his Wet Whopper - without a
doubt the photo not to be missed.

CALENDARS FOR 2010

A wonderful calendar has been put together by
Jim for next year priced £7 or £10 incl p&p.
These will be on sale at the annual dinner or by
contacting Mark Braithwaite on 07899845220.
Congrats to Jeanette for her sales technique!

MEET LIST 2010

The provisional meet list for next year is being
circulated. Please be brave and organise a
meet - especially one day outings which are
easy and accessible for all. Jason will be taking
notes at the annual dinner with all final ideas.

THE ANNUAL DINNER

The great dinner dance will take place this weekend
so don’t miss next season’s issue for an update of
all the photos. Hope to see you at the Shap hotel for
fun and frolics.
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By Richard Toon
Graham was most concerned that the café would be open. I told
him to bring back-up butties just in case, which he did but luckily the café at Wycoller is open all the year round. It had a most
welcoming open fire in an old range. We arrived drenched to the
skin and filthy (that is in the literal sense – we were most polite).
We dripped all over the stone floor and draped out wet ones on
the backs of the chairs. This was the high point of the day. Pie
and peas, with raw onion and red cabbage; or scotch broth with
dumplings. Heaven! We were the aforesaid Graham Welch our
ex-treasurer; John Toon the new treasurer (and I saw not a penny
from either of them); Jason Whiteley (who puts these things onto
meets lists and them grumbles about the weather); and Ian and
Claire McClellan (the LMC’s proper bikers). And me – I led from the
back, all the way. Oh yes, we did get on our bikes and battled our
way through rain and over the moors from Gorple Road on the
new bridleway the other side of Burnley. We had a few puddles
of indeterminate depth to ride though (or, in the case of Jason, to
fall into). I did two nose plants. The first was just a small practice
really, finishing skidding on all fours into the soft bog. The second
was more spectacular as the front wheel stopped dead in some
un-seeable soft sand whilst I flew onwards. There are some fun bits
on the way but the downhill seemed to be only a fraction of the
uphill sections. We opted for the “easy” way back along the country lanes, as the weather and short day mitigated against coming
home via Widdop. Even the road route has a couple of fords. The
deeper one was a raging torrent so we opted for the stepping
stones. A good decision! And back to the cars for dry clothes and
the heater. An excellent 27 mile round trip.

Top teasers on
a Howgill walk

By Clare Stafford
When Jason nonchalently asked
me if i would consider organising a meet one day last year,
I bounced along saying, ‘ No
prob’ - little did I know what was
involved. With a busy schedule
at work, I barely had time to
organise a camp site let alone a
route, quietly presuming that no
one would acutally turn up. But
they did - and the group of 12
set out from the Black Swan in
Ravenstonedale in September.
We wondered up the spine of

Green Bell and Randy Gill (map
reading never was my speciality) and headed off down the
steep side to Bowderdale valley
floor - both Jason and me taking
a tumble - before stopping for
lunch. It was then a chance to
follow the spine up to the Calf.
As the mist drew in I’m ashamed
to say I fell for the deliberate
mistake on the OS map and sent
everyone to ‘spread out’ and
find the cairn. The long pull back
down to the valley and around

the foothills seemed longer than
it was but a brave 16mile effort
by all. A lovely evening was enjoyed around the camp fire with
hot choc pear pudding. I now
have nothing but admiration for
all the members who work tirelessly to put on meets for us all.
And as a wise older-er member
once said: ‘Being a member of a
club is not about what you can
get out of it but what you put in.’
So here’s to next year if anyone
is brave enough!
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Nothing can put
a dampner on a
pot holing day out
By Richard Toon
We missed potholing in 2008 because of the weather. There was just as much rain this year through
early November, so our sights and ambitions were
lowered somewhat. As ever, we enjoyed breakfast,
or indeed double breakfasts, in Bernie’s to start
the day. Some folks needed to be measured up for
swanky dry suits. The rest of us just got wet! The
big spenders also got the latest lightweight LED
lights whilst the rest of us had the big old heavy rechargeable batteries affixed to our waists.We were
John Toon, Chris his mate, Julie and Vicky Harold,
Andy and Michelle, and Stuart and me Dave Sudell
went for a bike ride with his dodgy leg!As ever, the
Earby Pothole Club provided the expertise and leadership – again many thanks to Stuart Whitmey and
his crew.This year, the experts were augmented by
the dog. With a harness and light pipe, this dog is
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an expert and experienced potholer. It races along
the passages, swims the most turbulent of streams
and dangles happily – fairly happily – whilst being
lowered down ladder pitches. I’m not sure about the
RSPCA….. We were up Kingsdale. We slid into the
plastic tube that is the entrance and plodded along,
stooped like miners. Dry at first but we soon found
water, powerful water, swirling about knee height. In
places, we stretched, bridged-out across the channel to keep away from the boiling torrent. The power
of nature!I was glad we didn’t have to crawl. We
called it a day as the roof came downwards, as the
water levels were too high for comfort. So back out
with the fun ladder climb and into the fresh air and a
mid-afternoon pub lunch. Not the longest trip but the
best we could make of very wet underground conditions. Dave did manage to get back to the pub and so
did the dog!

T

THE LAST MUNRO
An epic tour of the Scottish hills comes to a celebrated end as Josie
and Bernard welcome some wonder walkers to Meall Buidhe...

Bernard and Josie celebrate with
a wonderous concoction as the
r
rain pours in. Words: Chris Walke

Saturday morning the 14th Nov 09 saw the grand total
of just over 40 well wishers assemble at the end of
the road at Loch an Daimh just north of Glen Lyon. It
looked as though we had the hill to ourselves – a good
job with the number of vehicles! Lots of old faces,
which included several Munro compleatists ( I think
this is the correct term!), and even a few for whom this
was their first Munro. At least one of them was heard
to say “and the last!” Bernard and Josie had worked
hard over the early summer mopping up some twenty
of her outstanding summits in two weeks!! This was
during an incredibly wet spell – they had to have days
off to find a tumble drier – I’m not sure whether it was
for them or the gear. They then went off to France
cycling up to 70 miles in a day – for a rest!!Several of
the party had spent a convivial night at the caravan
in Tyndrum on the Friday where Norma and I arrived
just in time to finish Bernard’s second bottle of wine
off! A nightcap or two in the local bar and back to
the van just as it started to rain – and boy did it rain
all night! Driving through Killin next morning the
Falls of Dochart were in full spate – good thinking to
choose a final hill with no significant streams to cross.
We were off up the hill by 11.15 and quickly the front
markers disappeared from view in thick cloud! As this
was my first hill with a new hip you can guess where I
was – together with D S who is suffering from a damaged knee ligament – I keep telling people stay away
from skis and bikes!! (hope you are soon on the road

to recovery Dave) Fortunately we had the wind on our
backs for a good part of the ascent and the last mile is
along a fairly level ridge to the summit cairn right in
the middle of the summit plateau – nowhere to shelter
40 people! The traditional cake and bottles appeared
together with a new variation sloe gin! The club
photographer tried very hard to get everyone into a
celebration line up but hail and sleet in a gale force
wind made people realise why sheep stand the way
they do! He was down wind and none of us wanted
to turn round! Josie declined to kiss the cairn – well at
least one of the dogs with us had peed on it – so she
made do with Bernard.A controlled retreat was the
order of the afternoon and everyone was safely off the
hill by 3.00pm.An excellent – and I do mean excellent
– meal had been laid on at The Bridge of Lochay Hotel
for the evening. For once the evening was relatively
sober (well all things are comparative and certain club
drunkards were absent!) and most people had left by
mid-night. Those of us lucky enough to be staying in
the hotel had an excellent breakfast ! Sunday was better weather wise and a local easy hill saw a number of
the Saturday 40 venture up.
Bernard then dispatched Josie off home with Claire
and Ian in order for her to work on the Monday – well
they have to pay for skiing in Utah somehow! I believe
that Bernard then dragged R T up a Corbett on the
Monday
Many thanks to Josie for an excellent weekend.
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By Chris Walker
My first involvement with Arthur was probably in
late 66 or early 67! John Leigh and I were students
at Chorley College and one afternoon a week helped
a local teacher - John Bennison - with a group of
young reprobates doing outdoor pursuits. John took
us along to and we all met in the Scafell Bar. We
stayed in the hut that I believe nominally belonged
to the Youth Club that Arthur had a big hand in –
Briarcroft in Atherton. In fact it was a road menders
hut that had probably not moved for many a year! It
had no facilities and slept no more than six! John B,
Arthur, Jim Foster and Walt Unsworth had all come
together at the annual Coniston Summer School run
by Lancashire Education. From this came the idea
of a mountaineering club for Lancashire Teachers
and the inaugural meeting was in September 1967
at County Hall – and as they say the rest is history.
In the early days the club was always strapped for
cash but ambitious in what it wanted to do. The
move of the road menders hut from Rosthwaite to
Portinscale was precipitated by Mrs Weir catching
some of “Arthur’s lads” (none under 20!) getting to
the hens eggs before she did. Once at Portinscale
it expanded with the addition of a site hut from a
building site in Ormskirk. This didn’t last long as it
mysteriously burned to the ground one weekend.
Arthur was at Tower Wood - the newly acquired
Lancashire Outdoor Pursuits Centre on Windermere
and received the news with his normal stoicism! It
was also here, that the infamous handcuffs incident
occurred. I never found how Stu explained the two
half pairs to his parade sergeant next day! Arthur
now moved into top gear – deciding it was time the
club got its own home and soon Blea Tarn came
on the scene – at that time it didn’t belong to the
N.T. and the tenant farmer Keith Rowan was keen
to have us there. Now the club had a site for a hut
and the Solitary was bought. Fund raising was an
urgent requirement and for quite some time club
members filled several courses at Tower Wood –
with other club members as instructors! Fees from
the latter helped to pay bills for the extension to the
Solitary . One club member recounts that Arthur
always had a wicked sense of humour – one of his
party tricks was to get into serious conversation
with some gullible guy who had just bought a pint.
Halfway through the conversation Arthur would
swiftly remove his denture and dunk them in the
poor chap’s beer with the immortal phrase “now
that’ll put hairs on your chest!!”Arthur had just
moved in to The Poplars in Leigh – a new estate and
I am reminded of one moonless night Arthur, John
Leigh and I donned balaclavas to go and recce the
builder’s compound - with the giggles. The window
frame in the Solitary kitchen came from one such
sortie. Some of you might have wondered about the
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obvious alteration to the beam in the Loft. Arthur
used to clout his head and the replacement beams
look suspiciously like house floor joists.Arthur was
always one for moving on and Beddgelert followed –
owned then by a canny Yorkshire man – Mr Haskin.
We rented it then bought as Arthur was the man to
come up with Beddgelert Bonds. No worry that we
didn’t have planning permission – the porch (based
on the Ugly Cottage near Betws-y-Coed?) followed.
A right royal battle with the planning authorities
followed and the club eventually won!By now Arthur
and his expanding family of now 4 girls had moved
to Bleaze Hall near Kendal where he spent a very
happy 35 years. Two guide books to the North West
Lakes bear his name – although a route on Blake
Rigg which he called “Life begins at---“ appears
never to have been submitted for the Langdale
Guide. In later years he and Barbara bought a
property in the Maritime Alps which he thoroughly
enjoyed “renovating” over a period of many years.
He always enjoyed trips to Scotland – Easter 1967
was my first ever venture to Scottish Hills - in his
red Commer van – We almost lost a wheel near
Gretna and nearly got benighted on the Aonach
Eagach ridge with Walt. Arthur was well ahead,
down in the pub before nightfall – that is where the
well known club motto originated!!With the change
of name to Lancashire Mountaineering Club in 1985
it was especially pleasing when Arthur accepted the
invitation to be the Club’s President – a post that he
continued to be very proud of right up to his death.
He was a regular attendee at AGM’s and at Club
Dinners – always wanting to know what was new
in the club.He frequently joined the “Wednesday
Wanderers” delighting in taking Derek into Yorkshire
to the likes of Kingsdale and several walks in the
Lake District around what he called one of his
favourite valleys – Kentmere. One thing I remember
when he joined this merry throng was he never
had a rucksack – everything for the day was in his
pocket! In December 08 he joined us for the last leg
of the Rossendale Way and we stopped for lunch at
a ruined farmhouse. Arthur promptly disappeared
down a hole to explore what had probably been
part of the cellar. His Borrowdale climbing guide
enthuses over routes that have sections where you
disappear in one hole and reappear out of another!
The last time I met up with Arthur was on a walk
in March when we walked over Walla Crag from
Castlerigg down to Watendlath and then over to
Rosthwaite for a couple of pints in the Scafell. Not
quite the same welcoming place it had been 40 or
so years ago but the company was still as good!!
Full circle!Later in the summer where he became
seriously ill and had to come back home.After some
time in hospital it was his wish to return home where
he died on Tuesday 17th November aged 81.

Arthur.

The club celebrates a friend, founder and a
damn funny guy as we look back in tribute
to a president we will always remember...
By Richard Toon
By the 1970s, Arthur was already a
towering figure in every sense. Big of
stature, big of heart and a big climber
on the Lancashire scene. We was
out regularly in the quarries on the
mid-week meets.Through my tenure
as Club Chairman, Arthur gave great
support but was happy for a new
group of people to take the Club forward. The LTMC became the LMC as
the proportion of non-teachers grew.

Some months ago, Les Ainsworth
spoke to the Club about the early history of rock climbing in Lancashire. I
dug out my set of Lancashire guides
and took them along for people to
see. The oldest one I have, bought in
1971, compiled by Les and published
by the then leading magazine, Rocksport, has on its first page “Whitestones by Arthur Hassall”. I think there
was a bit of friendly rivalry! More
recently, Arthur talked to me about

how happy he was to see the LMC
thriving, 40 years after he and a few
friends started the ball rolling.
But he did just wonder about some
of our newer activities – orienteering,
mountain-biking, potholing and the
like – “Don’t lets forget lad, we’re a
mountaineering club, not an openair club”.
I won’t forget Arthur and I won’t
forget the mountaineering!
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MAINTENANCE
at the loft?
By Bernard Smith
October 24 and 25
I would like to thank all those
members who turned out to help
on a very wet weekend. All the
important jobs were accomplished
except the outside painting.
Sixteen hard working souls managed to clean and paint the entire
loft, repair the threshhold, the
broken chair, fix a light in the loo,
paint the loo, re-plumb the drain
taps etc., change the bedding &
wash all the crockery & cutlery. We
also emptied the Byre of all the
rubbish and accumulated dung
and pressure washed it ready for
when we get the go ahead to start
the conversion. Thanks to Mark
Braithwaite for the use of his trailer
and a special thanks to Josie for
the catering. It was a very sociable
meet.
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Edgar’s rocky working
trip in the Western Isles
Edgar Davies, Dave Lomas, Cam and Warden Will tell all about a trip
where plenty of tree felling and festivities abound...
Following an exciting adventure to the
island of Islay in January 2009 Gentleman MacEdgar eagerly pressed his kilt
for another visit in August. The idyliic
east coast of Islay was the venue ; the
purpose a maintenance meet for hte
Mountain Bothies Association MBA
and the work force was Warden Will
Lighthouse Dave, Cam O’Shanter of
Arran and MacEdgar. By Monday the
weather was on the mend and we
drove west from one Tarbet to another
and a further few miles down the
Cambletown peninsular to the western jetty at Kennacraig. On August 3
the days were significantly longer and
we got up to Kennacraig. Duly booked
in the next ferry left us plenty of time.
From here we were going on foot.
Warden Will’s arrival at the jetty
shed a new dimension on the expedition. Having long standing familiarity
with the Islay bothy Will had done his
homework with all the raw materials required. The sledge hammer was
included.
Port Askaig is a thriving little harbour village with a hotel petrol pump
and a few boats moored in the harbour. It was here we met up with our
fourth member Cam who had brought
his dormobile for extra mibility on
the island. The bothy is isolated a few
miles from anywhere and the favoured
approach with working tackle is by
boat. The weather prevented us from
going on our first attempt.
The road from Port Askaig travels inland south west toward the Bowmore

country. After about 3 miles is the
village of Ballygrant and a tiny lane
turns off southerly - which is as near as
you can get in a vehicle. Between Ballygrant and the bothy there is a lovely
lochan beside which is a robust four
walls and a roof sort of building which
proved to be our shelter. By dawn the
weather had settled and we could
access the footpath An Cladach bothy
but not carrying the bulk of provisions
we needed. Cam drove us back to
Askaig to sail.
The sail south was about half an
hour. After dancing with the wavelets
and following the rocky caost the boat
skirts a small headland beyond gentler
terrain prevails and the bothy cmoes
into bothy comes into view. Erchie is
proud of his boat and spend quite a
while dropping anchor. He used the
inflatable landing craft to ferry people
and valuables to shore but some were
not quite so lucky. The great roll of
fence wire we had taken required two
of us to carry.
The bothy merits description.
Situated by the sea shore north of
MacArthur’s Head this cosy little building stands out from the remains of the
coastal enclave. It comprises robust
stone walls and battened down roofing. There are plenty of opportunities
for future restoration.
Wednesday morning work commenced to develop a little woodland
enclosure behind the hut. So far the
tree growth was very limited but the
plan was to extend the natural bound-

ary. There was lots of digging and
labouring to be done. More tea was
called for and a good wash before the
evening meal when festivities began.
All slept well.
The weather again smiled on us and
inviting more outdoor work. Lighthouse Dave planned the development
of our own minaiture harbour and the
clearance of a short bay inthe shoreline. Ideally it would provide access
so we got to sourcing grit. Then it was
back to more heavy duty gardening
before we could say our main jobs
were done.
Mid morning Friday An Cladach
locked up we stood by the beach
looking down at all the gear we had
to carry back. ‘That leaves the sledge
hammer for me’ it was decided. With
rucksack on my back we set off. But it
was the most awkward shape with its
substantial weight on one side! After
no more than a few hundred yards my
left arm was begging for mercy and
my right was developing a dull ache.
Not all the coast is straight forward
especially when you are trying to carry
gear. So I had to try a different plan:
to rearrange my rucksack with everything else and carry the hammer with
two hands. So far so good but not for
long! Then came plan three: with the
hammer in the rucksack with the head
sticking out the top! But it was so hard
to manipulate... Of course, you get to
know now how heavy the burden was!
Luckily Cam’s dormobile appeared and
we were soon at the Hotel bar!!
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